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Welcome to Wendelsbergs beräkningskemi

At the consultancy and research company Wendelsbergs beräkningskemi we work with 
computational chemistry and predictive science. Using engineering mathematics and 
modelling, especially within chemistry, chemical engineering and materials science, we 
assist companies with building knowledge, and predicting and designing physical and 
chemical behaviour. Our research fields cover for instance pharmaceutics, car engines, 
polymer technology, nanoparticle technology, electrochemistry and heat transport.

With the last recruitment, Wendelsbergs beräkningskemi also has competence within 
quantum chemistry for calculation of reaction rates. Such calculations are of great interest in 
for instance estimation of degradation of substances.

In November 2014 Wendelsbergs beräkningskemi celebrated its tenth anniversary. We are 
happy to see that the interest in computational chemistry in industry is constantly growing. 

 Jan Westergren
 CEO Wendelsbergs beräkningskemi AB
 

A mesoscopic simulation of phase separation by spinodal decomposition.
Two compounds and a solvent constitute a homogeneous solution. When the solvent evaporates, the remaining 
compounds dislike each other and want to separate. Small fluctuations in concentration of the two compounds (left) 
are seeds to small domains of separate phases (middle). The domains will continue to grow (right).



Engineering Mathematics and Predictive Science

In modern technology we want to go deeper and deeper in the knowledge about the systems 
we work with. How can it be that small amounts of impurities can alter material properties 
vastly? May the porosity of a material be designed by chemistry? How important is 
diameter for the properties of particles?

In the daily work for gaining knowledge, experimental work and mathematical modelling 
should go hand in hand. The experiment is the window into reality. The model translates the 
observation into an understanding and may give information not extractable from 
experiments. As the model can explore properties that are hazardous, expensive or 
impossible to investigate by experimental techniques, modelling may be a most valuable 
tool. 

Another use of modelling is to predict chemical behaviour.
Modelling and simulations can guide us to what
experiments that should be performed and the ones
not being necessary.

The Mathematical Model

The mathematical model is the heart of predictive
science. By the combination of scientific knowledge
in the form of equations, a model is formed. The
solutions to the equations are often corresponding
to experimental results. The modeller's first task is
to select details and equations significant to describe
the system. The second task is to solve the equations
or to simulate the system.

A model may be at various level of detail. The properties
of a material or of a chemical process depend in the end on atomic
and molecular properties. Sometimes it is actually reasonable to design a model on this level 
of description. In a molecular simulation, each atom is described individually and the forces 
between atoms are expressed as functions of distances between atoms and angles between 
molecular bonds. A box of molecules may be simulated by for instance Molecular Dynamics 
Simulation or Monte Carlo Simulation.

Sometimes a process of interest may be well described by macroscopic properties. Diffusion 
is such an examples. According to Fick's law, the flux of matter is proportional to the 
gradient in concentration. A model including diffusion normally leads to a Partial 
Differential Equation (PDE). Models for diffusion may for instance be used for calculating 
the permeability of membranes and thin films. Heat conduction due to a non-uniform 
distribution of temperature is analogous to diffusion. Heat transfer from a hot particle in an 
air steam is preferably described by the continuous heat equation.

Permeability of atenolol through
a phospholipid membrane



In a mesoscopic simulation, the scale of interest is about 1 µm. Here neither molecular level 
nor the macroscopic level is appropriate. Phase separation described previously is a good 
example.

When reaction mechanisms are explored for a chemical reaction, the activation barriers 
need to be determined as they give the rate constant. In that case, quantum chemistry is the 
method of choice. This kind of modelling is on a scale involving electrons. 

How We Work

In a typical project we first investigate the issue at hand, by ourselves or in collaboration 
with the client. Then the development of a proper model starts. How detailed should the 
model be? What pieces of physics/chemistry are necessary for obtaining good results? What 
parts are insignificant and may be ignored? The model, expressed in mathematics, is then 
solved or simulated. Finally, results should be interpreted in a sound way. 

All the time we stay in close contact with the client. As the project proceeds, we might 
realize that new paths of science are of importance and the model may need to be redefined. 
Communication and visualization are vital to mathematical modelling. For us it is important 
to describe the often non-trivial models in a clear and pedagogical way. The personel at 
Wendelsbergs beräkningskemi has experience of many years of teaching at universities in 
physics, chemistry and mathematics. Often the projects result in computer programs that the 
client would like to use on a regular basis. We have a long experience of writing 
user-friendly graphical interfaces on various platforms.

Simulation & Computational Techniques

Tools for obtaining solutions to our models may be:

    • Monte Carlo Simulation (MC).
    • Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MD).
    • Finite Element Method (FEM) for solving systems of
        Ordinary or Partial Differential Equations (ODE/PDE).
    • Optimization and non-linear fitting.
    • Density Functional Theory.
    • Cahn-Hilliard Dynamics.

A Molecular Dynamics 
Simulation is like a 
cartoon. Here a 
collision between two 
atoms is simulated. time = 0 time = 1 time = 2 time = 3



Client List

Chalmers Industrial Technology
www.cit.chalmers.se
Consultancy firm

AstraZeneca
www.astrazeneca.com
Pharmaceutics

 • Solubility simulations.
 • Nucleation and growth of nano and micro
    particles in solution.
 • Simulation of pellets.
 • Drug absorption in lung & gastrointestinal
     tract and pharmacokinetics.
 • Drug databases.

Arcam
www.arcam.com
CAD to metal

 • Mass and heat transport in vacuum.

Accelrys
www.accelrys.com
Scientific software

 • Organic crystal calculations.

ElectroHeat Sweden AB
www.electroheat.com
Industrial furnaces and heat treatment equipment 

 • Heat exchanger.

Collaboration

Empereal PKGDS renewable
energy Pvt. Ltd
http://solar.kgisl.com/
Renewable energy based company

Toyota Motor Europe 
www.toyota-europe.com
Car industry

 • Simulation of combustion chemistry.

SCA Hygiene Products AB
www.sca.com
Incontinence care, baby diapers and feminine care

 • Polymer science.

PowderPro
www.powderpro.se
Freeze granulation

 • Nanoparticle science.

Statoil 
www.statoil.com
Oil and gas

 • Refinary technology.

Cheminova
www.cheminova.com
Crop protection

 • Formulation.



University Contacts

Chalmers University of Technology
University of Gothenburg
Ann-Therese Karlberg
Professor, Dermato chemistry and Skin Allergy

Arne Rosén
Professor Emeritus, Physics

Gunnar Nyman
Professor, Physical Chemistry

Itai Panas
Professor, Theoretical Chemistry

Johan Bergenholtz
Associate Professor, Physical Chemistry

Johan Scheers
Assistant Professor, Physical Chemistry

Kalle Sigfridsson
Associate Professor, Pharmaceutical Technology

Leif Eriksson
Professor, Physical Chemistry

Lennart Lindfors
Adjunct Professor, Physical Chemistry

Patrik Johansson
Professor, Applied Physics

Staffan Wall
Docent, Physical Chemistry

Sture Nordholm
Professor Emeritus, Physical Chemistry

Tobias Gebäck
Assistant Professor, Mathematical Sciences

Lund University
Ulf Olsson
Professor, Physical Chemistry

Aarhus University
Søren Keiding, Professor, Chemistry 

The Pennsylvania State University
James G. Brasseur
Professor, Mechanical Engineering,
Bioengineering and Mathematics 

Stockholm University
Alexander Lyubartsev
Professor, Materials and
Environmental Chemistry

Margareta Blomberg
Professor, Organic Chemistry

Per Siegbahn
Professor, Organic Chemistry

University of Canterbury
Leon Phillips
Professor, Physical Chemistry 

University of Texas at Austin
Peter J. Rossky
Professor, Chemical Engineering 

Uppsala University
Hans Lennernäs
Professor, Biopharmaceutics

Erik Sjögren
Senior Lecturer, Biopharmaceutics

University of Borås
Kim Bolton
Professor, Physical Chemistry

Institute of Chemical Research
of Catalonia (ICIQ)
Feliu Maseras
Professor, Theoretical Chemistry

University of Notre Dame
Per-Ola Norrby
Adjunct Professor, Organic Chemistry

Keio University
Hiromishi Yanagihara
Researcher, Mechanical Engineering at
System Design Management

Karolinska Institutet
Ralph Knöll
Professor, Myocardinal Genetics



Using Computers for Degradation Studies
By Dr. Carina Bäcktorp

Chemical reactions typically involve synthesis and formations of products that are desirable 
and attractive. New synthesis pathways and catalysing agents are searched for in order to control 
the reactions, have higher yield, and make it economically and environmentally profitable. The 
opposite, the degradation reaction of a substance might well be as important. The product 
formed might be destroyed if it is prone for degradation and sometimes, the degradation 
products might even be toxic.

Skin sensitization that results in contact dermatitis is a common occupational and environmental 
health issue. For example, chemical fragrances are frequently used in many household products, 
such as detergents, perfumes, and soaps. They also occur as natural components in foodstuff. 
These compounds are widespread and most people come into constant contact with them in their 
daily life. For some people, contact with these compounds might lead to skin sensitization and 
allergic contact dermatitis. Sometimes, the chemical compound is not allergenic in itself, but is 
activated by air or by enzymes present in the skin. Once a person has become sensitized, the 
allergy becomes a lifelong condition.

Whether a compound can be activated during handling and storage or by enzymes is normally 
not considered in the known data bases that are based on structure-activity relationship (SAR). 
Animal experiments are therefore made to secure the risk for exposure to allergenic compounds. 
But in today’s society it is of utmost importance to have the possibility to replace and/or 
minimize animal testing with other methods when determining the biological and/or the 
toxically effect of a chemical compound. One such method is to use computer simulations.

There are different approaches and different methods for computational investigations. When 
the kinetic or the thermodynamic stability is searched for, advanced electron correlation 
methods, such as Density Functional Theory (DFT), are the methods of choice as reactivity and 
selectivity studies typically involve a focus on the potential energy surface. By theoretically 
calculating which energies that are necessary for a reaction to take place, and the stability of the 
formed compounds relative to each other, one can determine the probability for highly allergenic 
compounds to form when a substance is exposed to air and autoxidizes, or when it is 
metabolized by an enzyme (Cytochrome p450s) in the skin. It is also possible to predict if an 
allergenic compound is stable enough to cause contact dermatitis. And last but not least, 
computer simulations are used as an aid for finding the mechanistic understanding of the exact 
reaction route, which increases the possibilities to minimise the formation of the oxidation 
products that are prone to cause contact allergy.

Linalool

Enzyme

Not allergenic allergenic

Air
O2

Not allergenic allergenic

Linalool hydroperoxide

Cinnamic alcohol Cinnamic aldehyde

Schematic representation of when the fragrance linalool is activated by 
air and cinnamic alcohol is bioactivated by an enzyme. 
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MSc Chemistry
PhD Chemistry
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Jan Westergren, Senior Scientist
MSc Chemical Engineering
PhD Materials Science

Jens Poulsen, Senior Scientist
MSc Chemistry and Mathematics
PhD Chemistry

Technical calculations and simulations for 
research and development in chemistry, 
chemical engineering and materials science.


